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Abstract:
Background:
Complex morphology and physiology of congenital heart defects in borderline babies led to
develop new hybrid techniques of approach based on cooperation of interventional cardiologists
and cardiac surgeons- aimed to combine the advantages of surgical and interventional techniques
in common effort to improve results and reduce morbidity of classic cardiopulmonary bypass and
interventional procedures performed separately.
Aim of the study:
The aim of the study is to report our initial experience regarding creation and development of an
original pediatric hybrid program in Gdańsk, Poland. Interventional treatment became an
important field of cooperative interest of pediatric cardiac surgeons and cardiologists in brand
new pediatric cardiac surgery centre.
Material and methods:
After the training in the Nationwide Children’s Hospital, Columbus, Ohio, USA, and preparation
of the technical equipment we started the program with initial group of 12 patients in Gdańsk.
The first patient was an optimal infant referred for two-stage hybrid therapy with muscular VSD
perventriular closure, who previously underwent CoA repair and PA banding. Afterwards
procedures with PDA stenting and branch PAs separate bandings were introduced. Gdańsk
Hybrid Heartlink Program techniques include:
1.Two-stage approach with a complex multi VSD with critical coarctation and hybrid mVSD
closure.
2.Single-stage hybrid mVSD closure with the use of Amplatzer VSD Occluder device.
3.Miscular VSD hybrid approach accompanying a routine ECC for perimembraneous-VSD
closure with a novel use of Amplatzer Duct Occluder (ADO II) device.
4.Hybrid PDA-stenting with branch PAs selective bandings.
Conclusions:
1.In the initial group of borderline and critically ill patients in our centre hybrid methods proved
their effectiveness in the treatment of selected patients with contraindications for a classic
surgical/interventional treatment.
2.Although hybrid procedures require advanced technology and additional training the results are
promising, that supplement the offer with additional options for critically ill patients, and after
initial pitfalls gives the chance for final positive outcome and benefit for children.
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